The First Tee’s first year: On track for 100 facilities by 2001

By TOD LEIWEKE

The First Tee continues to make excellent progress toward achieving our initial two-year goal of 100 facilities in development by the end of the year 2000.

Tangible evidence of this progress was the participation of 50 different communities at The First Tee’s inaugural National Association meeting this past Nov. 20 at World Golf Village in northeast Florida. These committees came together to showcase their collective belief that the inherent values found in golf should play an important role in the lives of our youth in their respective communities.

These communities are not alone in their commitment, as evidenced by the support of The First Tee’s corporate partners. These partnerships will allow The First Tee to pass through to our Chapters extraordinary benefits and discounts in the construction and operations of youth golf facilities. Toro, for instance, has pledged discounts of up to 70 percent off irrigation equipment and up to 40 percent off of operating equipment. Club Car, Jacklin Seed, Pursell Technology, Syncroflo and IBM also have committed to discounts below wholesale prices.

Members of The First Tee’s Oversight Committee have made extraordinary commitments to First Tee Chapters, as well. The PGA TOUR, LPGA, Augusta National Golf Club, USGA and the PGA of America continue to support The First Tee through financial and resource support. As an example, Jim Awtrey, CEO of the PGA of America, has launched a $3 million teaching grant program and also will provide all First Tee Chapters access to the PGA of America’s Golf Course Financial model for use in building Chapter business plans.

While significant progress is being made, we are ever cognizant of the daunting challenge faced by this initiative and the golf industry in growing and expanding participation. Statistics show that 98 percent of kids ages 12 to 17 simply do not play the game of golf.

First Tee Chapters face development challenges similar to those facing private sector developers. Plus, there exists a lingering perception that golf still is a sport for the rich and elite of our society. Additionally the cost of developing a youth golf facility is far greater than other alternative facilities such as a basketball court, tennis court or baseball field. We know that no one initiative alone will be enough to dramatically alter participation amongst young people or minorities. Only through people working together—bonded by the common belief that golf has inherent values that are unique and valuable to the lives of our young people—can we truly change and grow the game.